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(Herb Caen has)
won a Pulitzer Prize. I
haven’t. The key is not
technology; it’s what
you write.
(;uy Kawasaki
Apple Fellow

See page 6 ...
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Kawasaki spreads the Apple gospel
Magazine Day speaker to examine the electronic influence on publishing
By Lindy Boi.sver
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Pulitzer prize winning columnist Herb Caen
wrote all of his columns on an old Royal typewriter.
The 80-year-old newspaperman said the award was
"vindication" for this low-tech writing utensil.
Thanks to Caen, typewriters may now he sent to
rest. More importantly, thanks to Guy Kawasaki, no
one will ever have to suffer through the lack of a
delete key, spell check or any other word processing
convenience again. And, hopefully, no editors will
have to transcribe such works not turned in on a
disk, either.

Still,
Kawasaki, "He’s won a Pulitzer Prizt
haven’t. 1 he key is not tee hnology; it’s what you
write."
Kawasaki was one of the key individuals it-T.1Nible for the successful introduction of the oi iginal
Macintosh computers in 1984. Evolving tapidly,
computers have gone from blinking monitors with
glowing text to full -color monitors able to import
art, photos and text. This evolution makes it easier
to lay out a page for publication.
The computer’s influence on publication is the
topic of Kawasaki lecture at the annual Magazine
Day today in the Student 1’ li011 Ballroom. His lecture, followed by a luncheon, will begin at 11:30

a.m.
Altvt vaunt% a hat iteho
lag! ee in
chologv at Stanford University (Iii ause it was t
he said, not because he wanted to he a practicing
psychologist), and a master’s degree from the
Uni% ei sin % ol California, Los Angeles, Kawasaki
atteinled tile Billy Graham weekend school of evangelism.
Originally, the title on his business card at Apple
Computer was "software evangelist." Kawasaki said
he did this "because I wanted to see how the%
taught evangelism. Because Christianity has a 30
See Speaker, Back page

Kawasaki

Global responsibility
Conference examines planet’s problems from many perspectives
By Paul Eiser
’People can change things," Schiavo
Schiavo practices what he preaches.
The first conference on religions and
global responsibility brought together lit has a self-sustaining home that runs
people from several different religions on solar power and does not generate
and backgrounds to talk about their dif- garbage. He also fights against the use of
nuclear power.
ferent perspectives on the environment.
To demonstrate the side-effects of
Speakers representing Zen Buddhism,
nuclear power, Schiavo shaves his hair and
Christianity and
eyebrows every
Native American
semester to simbeliefs
spoke
ulate its effects.
about what their
"We have taken
theories,
perbaby steps on
spectives
and
environmental
contributions say
awareness
...
about the envinow we have to
ronment
serious."
Frank Schiaso get
Tuesday from 11
SJSU environmental educator Schiavo said.
a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
"You have to be
in the Student
motivated
by
Union Ballroom.
hope,
passion
The Lost Boyz,
and
doubt,"
a traditional inter-tribal Native American
drum team kicked off the conference with Schiavo said. "1 liii, no doubt that what
we’re fighting for cull happen in my lifea musical performance.
Speakers at the conference included time."
Leighton, a Zen priest who teaches at
Taigen Daniel Leighton, a Zen Buddhist
priest, Roger Wharton and Rev. Paula the Unitersitv of California, Berkeley,
Sampson, Episcopal priests, and Native spoke about the teachings of Buddhism.
American Chemo Candelaria. San Jose According to Buddhism, everything is funState University environmental educator, damentally. connected.
"The universe is this vast networ k
Frank Schiavo, was the keynote speaker.
Schiavo spoke about the economv pow- everything is interconnei tecl," Leighton
See Responsibility, Back page
ers of corporations and global responsibil-

Spartan Daily Sufi Writer
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We have taken baby steps on
environmental awareness ... now
we have to get serious.

Spartan collector
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Paul Richards, an avid collector of sports and San Jose
State University memorabilia, shows off some of his collection of Bay Area team keepsakes, including a belt
buckle from the days when SJSU was called San Jose
State College.

AMINSIS
By Leslie Farmer

SJSU senior
possesses a passion
for old baseballs,
battered helmets
and any other piece
of sports history
he can find

By Leslie Asbury
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

"You name it, he’s got it," said
Paul Richards’ neighbor, Ben
Guterriez.
Richards, a senior in occupational therapy. exhibits his passion for sports In collecting memorabilia of ally s
"It wasn’t jlist baseball cards,"
said Guterriez about Richards’
collection. "It’s everything else."
A passion that has been there
since he was eight years old.
Richards started collecting items
from sporting history about 12
%ears ago when a co-worker intro. lin ed Richards to his own collection of baseball arida( Is.
See History, Back page

Last July, the California Board
of Education gave school districts
permission to follow whatever
approach they wish in teaching
children who speah limited English.
It characterized the new policy as
being motivated by practical concerns, since school districts do not
have enough teachers fluent in all
the languages necessary for bilingual education. This is the second
of a three-part series on multihngualisin and its effects on the
nation’s students.
Mai Do, an SJSU professor
who trains teachers for children with limited English proficiency, said, "It’s very hard for
children, as opposed to young
adults, to learn academic subjects and English at the same
time.

,
..go I did a
"A couple
for OH ,11111y on peoii
iii
English as a
ple trying to
second language. 1 found out
that the more educated people, who were exposed previously to Western culture, tend
to transition better." Do said.
"People learning English in
1975, for instance, in the first
wave of Vietnamese immiiv ants, were more educated
and urban. In addition, their
is Inioling wasn’t interrupted
Ii Icing. The people who need
to learn English now have a different background.
"French and British teachers
have better methods for teaching English as a second language than U.S. teachers do
we should adopt theirs and not
try to reinvent the wheel."
Henry Guitierrez, cii SJSU
SUINCV
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By Russell Hall

ilOW }ATI

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Ic lay in the Chicano
Library Resource Center,
any interested students will
be treated to a slide show
presentation
by
Maria
Alimiz titled ’The Effects of
Alcohol and Violence on
Chicano a ( ommunities."
Accot ding to Jeff Paul,
director of the Chicano
Library Research Center,
...it- in the
Alaniz, a pi
social st

0111 -

panics such as Budweiser
and Miller target the
LIVID

emphasizing celebratory’
occasions such as Cinco de
Mayo.
Mani, will also touch on
the problem of alcoholinduced violence.
The Chicano Library
Resource Center tries to
present at least two brown
bag seminars a semester
but Alands seminar will
’,Hi’ this mI111,1t ’

In addition to the seminars.
the center also offers open
houses and poetry readings.
"The Effects of Alcohol
and Violence on
the
Chicano -a Communities"
will take place at 1 p.m.
The
Chicano
Library.
Resource Center is located
on the third floor of
Wahlquist LibrarY North.
Anybody. is welcome to
attend. For mu ire information call Jeff Paul at 924.271

STORYBOOK ENDING

Multilingualism a66national resource

Spartan Daily Contributing Writer

Avoiding alcohol’s aim

Speaking more than one language should be
a concerted effort at schools to normalize it and
there should be change in more informal ways.
1111116.....aseriebt.

Henry Guiderrez
SJSU social sciences professor

99
professor in social sciences,
said, "The U.S. is the fourth
largest Spanish-speaking country in the world. It’s the third
largest consumer of Spanish
language literature in the
world.
"Speaking more than one
language should be t egarded
as normal. There should be a
concerted effort at schools to
normalize it and there should

Breast-feeding bandit
Police on Tuesday
discounted reports that
a woman twice in recent
weeks tried to breastfeed strangers’ babies in
public places.
Page 3

be change in incite informal
ways. Advertisements in foreign
languages, characters in popular media speaking foreign lintguages or English with an
accent, and announcements in
foreign languages at public
events would be some of them.
"A multilingual nation can
look at
certainly function
Holland, Belgium, Switzerland
See Languages, Back page

rliffit) his Sir
lyt h. is Spun y
SJSU preschool teacher Laureen Deshazer tries to keep the attention of he
students during Tuesday’s evacuation drill by reading them a story on the
grass in front of Dwight Bentel Hall.

Goetz verdict in

Audience applauds

Twelve years after he shot four black
youths on a subway train, Berhnard Goetz was
ordered Tuesday to $43 million to the one left
paralyzed by his final bullet, the one he told:
"You don’t look so bad, here’s
another."

Artist love it viten they
are showered in
especially when
showering
dozens ot beautiful red
roses tossed up at them
from the audience.
Page

Page 4
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Editorial

English-only laws may be self-defeating

YA WE
Gi1U,s
TEST TO SfE IF YOU
CAN TALK EMUS(’
REAL GOOD.
PARDON

ME?

imitos

for English as the
Tall
national language is nothmg new. Every election
Veal, and even in non -election
times, people heatedly debate
whether America should adopt an
official language, or if the country’
should continue to go on as it has.
The English-only debate has
gone on longer than most people
may realize it goes all the way
back to the days of Benjamin
Franklin, who felt that without a
[rational language immigrants
would never learn English.
The more things change, the
more they stay the same. America
still attracts a great deal of immigrants. and many of them don’t
speak English fluently.
More than one-third of the
nation’s non-English speaking students live in California. That fact
gives this state far more unique
:uid difficult questions to grapple
wi th.

We need to all
understand each
other. But banfling other languages won’t
help ,JS do that.
While many people may feel
that everyone in this country
should speak English, is it fair, or
more importantly, practical to
teach only English in schools?
If the students don’t learn
English properly, then how will
they grow up to be effective and
productive members of the work
force?
Because California is in such a
different educational situation,

last July the California Board of
Education gave school districts
the right to follow whatever
approach they wish in teaching
children who speak limited
English. Traditionally, the students are eventually moved into
all-Eitglish classes.
Bilingual classes are necessary
to properly educate our future
work force. The call for an official
thou a n old issue, is
language, though
one that will most likely be debated for some time. But if having an
official language means that
America will return to the times
around World War I when some
states passed laws making it a
crime for teachers to teach in a
language other than English,
then it is a step in the wrong
direction.
We need to all understand eat Ii
other. But banning other languages won’t help us do that.

It boils down to doing well with what you have

The quick-fix society
By Lindy Boisvert
Happiness is not somethiri,; s ou can bus \ \ e
all know this is true. NNe’se all heard it
before. Still. I bet every person reading this
can’t let go of the notion that winning the lottery will
alleviate their pains. This belief that something "outside" of ourselves will make us
happy is one of American’s biggest
problems.
"The new job will make in,
hair."
he new relationship will make
me happy."
"The new car or house or outfit
will make me happy."
These false statements are all part of our "quickfix" society. We are so busy wanting things that we
can’t see. We don’t understand that by doing something that makes us happy right now, we prepare ourselves for what will make us happy tomorrow.
A lecturer in scientology, Marianne Williamson,
uses the analogy of a garden to make this point more
clear.
She said if you take care of your little piece of the
garden, the universe will allow you to tend to more. If
you ask for acres to tend to and your little corner is
full of weeds the universe will respond with. "Yeah,
right!"
It boils down to doing well with what you have, and
working hard and being deserving of what you have.
The same way you can’t lose 20 pounds in a day, happiness cannot be achieved by getting a wad of cash.
A recent television magazine delved into the issue
of happiness. Lottery winners, as a rule, were less
happy after they won the lottery than they were
before. We continue to wonder, even question, how
could they be unhappy with all that money? Because,
(do I need to repeat it?) money doesn’t buy happiness. Get it?
The reason is not that they have money. I’m certain that there are as many happy wealthy people as
there are unhappy poor people and vice-versa. The
reason is the way the money was obtained. Money is
not the issue.

Peace of mind, living by principles and having
respect are the issues that can lead someone to happiness. Mother Teresa is simultaneously the most
content and the most poor person alive. She lives
with all three of the qualities mentioned. The bank
robber is most likely an unhappy sort. This person
may have a slew of cash, but none of these invisible
qualities.
Spending money isn’t a
lasting high. Saving up for
sour first car may be a
tewarding experience, but
what it son had unlimited
funds? 11nuld it be as special? In high school I
remember a girl who cried
because she got a used BMW for her 16th birthday.
Her sister had gotten a new one. They were very
wealthy; she didn’t deserve a BMW, and she was
unhappy. Not to mention the fact that people only
liked her because she had money. She had no
respect. People used her.
People use lottery winners too. Friends believe that
because the cash was handed to the winners, they
must not deserve it the same way this girl’s parents
handed her unlimited funds. Neither worked for it.
Friends begin to expect loans and gifts. When the
winners’ financial purse strings tighten, friends get
annoyed. They think the winners should share. They
would have shared. I would share. Wouldn’t you?
Mobsters get into their line of work for the money.
They are generally unhappy people. They are paranoid; they are stressed out. They don’t live a principled life. Why do they do this? Why do people turn
to a life of crime? It is uncanny the way people think
that they can get a "quick fix" and lie, cheat or steal
their way toward happiness. Later, in jail, they sing a
different tune: the blues.
When you do something you love to do, when you
truly shine because your job is fulfilling, the commerce is secondary. When you contribute something
to the universe, the universe will respond. The more
you give, the more you receive.

It boils down to chirg* 1
well with what you have
and working hard ...

Lindy Boisevert is a Spartan Daily Staff Miter

The ballad of the graduating senior
m leasing San Jose State Liiixersit%
and never coming
back. Gone. Pool
Buh-bye. This one has
kit the park...
But things are twisted, twirled and topsyturvy. Because I’m
gone. But I’m still
here.
I, Justin Owen
Curious
Aloicious
George Carder, am a graduating senior.
And things are petering out.
Fizzle-pop. I go. Its not that I don’t
want. lesijust so hard to care, to pretend,
to learn. ’m done. I know what I got and
where I been. What I’ll do and what I’ll
wear when I get there.
But my professors still look at me like

Kum.
plain nt puppies. Dun t
e
got no treats left for them?
Just a bag of generic biscuits half-baked to get me
through three weeks of
pretend-to-be-(your major
here).
I’m a graduating senior.
I’ve got other things to
mind.
Tomorrow, the student
loans turn real somebody will expect me to ante up.
Tomorrow. I have to pay for Internet
access and public transportation and full
price at the movies. Sure, I pay student
fees now, but I know a good socialist deal
when I get one. Subsidies and grants and
loans. Ili only a day a-way ...
Today, things aren’t working. Chug-a-

JUSTIN
CARDER

Executive Editor
Assigning Editor
Production Editor
Opinion Pave Editor
Sports Editor
Supervising Editors
Photo Editor
Chief Photographer
Etc. Editor
Etc. Design Editor
Etc. Photo Editor
Sparta Guide Editor
On-line Editor
News Room
Fax
Advertising
Classified

Don’t get me wrong, I liked it just fine.
chug. No, not at all. I tried it. Tried taking sink low.
SJSU. My school. It was a deal. A bargain
a class for enjoyment. An extra. A little
I’m a graduating senior. I withdrew.
sidebar to keep me entertained. I tried to
Withdrew from the class. Withdrew that got me what I needed. The need to
learn in 20th Century Poetry. Bob Barker from life. Withdrew from the sun and buy Dockers. A job. A future?
I am glad that SJSU gave me a tomorthis is stupid stuff.. I don’t have to pay plants and birds and rocks arid things...
attention anymore. Doesn’t matter for my Withdrew my money. Withdrew the blinds row. Now it needs to let me go there.
I’m a graduating senior. Chug-a-chug.
paperwork. Doesn’t matter for anything and turned up the television volume.
Fizzle-pop. Katxx)m.
but my mind. And I let that go long ago.
I am withdrawn.
No box to check, no form to fill. Nothing
But I cannot go. A few more hoops to
but the fizzling pop of my petering-out jump through. A few more rocks to push. CHECK OUT THE SPARTAN DAILY ONcollegiate career.
I stagnate in a putrid rot of waiting. LINE. POINT YOUR BROWSER AT THE
SJSU HOMEPAGE, www.sjsu.edu, AND
So I bombed. Bang. Hit the deck. Stinky, stinky, stinky.
Katxxim.
I wait for the presentations to be com- CLICK ON THE NEWS AND INFORMAAnd I did what any other self-respecting pleted, the issues to be distributed, the TION LINK,
graduating senior does when he has extra- columns to be written. I play out the
neous units and no time. I did what I was string. Good soldier. Good kitty, kitty. Justin Carder is a Spartan Daily Columnist.
His column appears every Wednesday.
supposed to do when things get rocky. Meow.
When life has me down. When the seas
What I need is motion. Remedy for my
look black and gray and troubled. When Spartan constipation. Doxidan, gentle
the valleys are high and the mountains Aeolian, when nature needs a help?i g hand. .
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Opinion Page Policies
All Spartan Daily readers are encouraged to express
themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to the
Editor or Campus Viewpoint.
Letters or viewpoints must be typed and may be.
4put In the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight Bente] Hall. room 209
*faxed to (408)924-3237 or
*mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Page Editor.
School of Journalism and Mass Communications, San
Jose State University. One Washington Square. San Jose.
CA 95192-0149.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity, grammar. libe1 and length
Submissions must contain the author’s name,
address, phone number, signature and major.
Editorials ere written by, and are the consensus
of the Spartan Daily editors. not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan Daily. the School of
Journalism and Mass Communications or SJSU.
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ReEntry Advisory
Program IKEAPI
hag hunt h, with talk In
Mat iii it Chanel’, "Rehm%
Sal (CSS." lS,;(1011-1:30p.111.
tilital. Pat hew run
(4119245950.
ReEinry Advisory
Program (REAP)
Di op-by advising. 5p.m.7p.m. Student Union.
lobby.. Call 924-5950.

Daily Calendar
Today

Chicano library
Resource Center
Brown -bag Sc
JJ
presentation by Dr. Maria
Alaniz. Noon- I p.m.
Wahlmtist Library North,
third floor. Call 924-2707.

Arab Student Club
Peace vigil. tip.m. Student
Union, front stairs.
(ill 295-6678.
Asian American
Donor Program
Minority Ix ine-marrow typing
drive. 1:30a.m.-3:30p.m.
70W. Hedding St., east wing,
lower level conference rm.
Call 299-3273.

Sociology Club
Meeting. 3p.m.-Ip.m. Dudley
Moorhead Hall, rm. 22611.
Call 9245323.
School of Art & Design
Student galleries art exhibits:
Rosario Geis, Tonja Hough.
Tina Ammendolia, Scott
McIlrov and Jason Penning.
and Peggy Dyson.11a.m.-4p.m.
Art Building. Call 924-4330.

Concert Choir
Choir needs tenors and altos
Apply 9a.m.-10:30a.m.
Music Bldg., Choral Activities
office. Call 924-4332.

Thursday

Department of Nutrition
& Food Science
Bioelectrical Impedance
Analysis testing, rneasuring
percentage of body fat ($3
for students, faculty, staff).
3:15p.m.-4:45p.m. Central
Classroom Bldg., rm. 103.
Call 924-3110.

Asian Student
Support Group
Meeting. 2:30p.m.-4p.tn.
Administration Bldg.,
rm. 201. Call 924-5910.
Associated Students
Board of Directors Meeting,
with budget deliberations.
313.111. Student Union, A.S.
Council Chambers.
Call 9246240.

Asian American
Christian Fellowship
"Be Attitudes 11," by Nate
Mihara. 7,30p.m. Student
Union, Almaden rm.
Call 286.6427.

Library Donations and
Sales Unit
Book sale (donations
welcome). 10a.m.-2p.m.
Wahlquist Library, rm. 408
and Clark Library, lobby.
Call 924-2705.

Rufwer-Lytton English Club
Meet h entertainment
and
ems. 12:30p.m.
Faculty Offices, rm. 109.
Call 9i6.7971.

Blae.lt Alliance of
Scientists and Engineers
Study night. 7p.m.-10p.m.
Sweeney Hall, nn. 314.
Call 924-8026.

Catholic Campus
Mass. l2noon.John
Center, 195 E. San Fernando St. Call 938-1610.

xs.(.1-1 I
’,Pi
mistian
"Broken Atom"
Slater and his Itingtitn, ,u ft tend
have settled a palriit its Slat in
halt the
which the woman is
actiir’s earnings during the time
they lived together, an attorney
said.
The agreement, reached in
March, came to light earlier this
month when the on -again. offagain is sitpli view seen on -again,
fleeing ti smi the bedroom win doss .,t
NI/1114[11 banlallg
\II/Ila a Mountains home.
An clew« al short caused a fire
that Clunitsmed the maiden deck
and spa at the rented Lookout
Mountain -area residence, firefighter’s said. DaIllAge was estimated at $90,000.
The gillfriend. Ni11.1 Huang.
claimed slit- Med 111111 SlAtel
arid-oft sits, t 1,1’111 is la-is She filed
the &we’ll)! t suit Snit on April
19, 1995.
Attorney Ronald Antean, who
represents Slater. said Monday
that both the paliint my suit and a
counter-roniplaiiii were settled.
"The case, metal]. has been
resolved," Anteau said
In her suit, Huang i lainied she
and Slater had an tiii .441cetnent
that in the event sf .1 I/1c I1011). She
WIalld re, eise halt his earnings
during tlic time ilits hit ’I «Nether.
Slater filed a I I ss-c om plaint
last October seeking Sti,i.000 he
claimed was inissiiilt nom a bank
account ari essilili, hi I hiang.
Tenn, ill Ii, stilt Settlentent

Spartan Christian Fellowship
Revival meeting. Noon.
Student Union. Cantanoan
nn. Call 267-5787.
Student California
Teachers Association
Presentation on "Sheltered
English" by Dr. Owen Boyk.
11:30a.rn.-12:30p.m. Sweeney
Hall, rm. 448. Call 249.8519.
Theatre Arts / Drama
(trtTent
9fre
1
aix:s of Wrath." 7p.m.
Hugh Gillis Hall, Hal Todd
Theatre. Call 929-9551.

Sparta Guide is
tree and availabb.
to tudents, faculty k Safi aINOCiattoris. Deadline is
5pin two days
before publiav
ti011. Forms available at DBH 209.
Entriet maybe
edited to allow tor
space restrictions.

Child Development Club
Fundraising barbecue.
11:30a.m.- I:30p.m. Central
Classroom Bldg. ,outside barbecue pit. Call club.

Ohana 0’ Hawaii
Meeting, 7p.m.-8p.m. Student
Union, Pacheco rm.
Call 924-8945.

’Arrow’ star settles palimony suit
Slater has to share

School of Art & Design
Student galleries art exhibits:
Rosario Geis, NW’S exhibit;
Tonja Hough. NIF-1 exhibit;
Tina Ammendol la; BFA exhibit; Scott Mellon and Jason
Penning, installation of "The
Blue Cube." Peggy Dyson, [WA
exhibit; and ’20/21 vision:
hindsight, insight, foresight."
1 I a.m.4p.m. Art Building.
Call 924-4330.

Catholic Camptn Ministry
Mau. 12noon. John XXII
Center.195 E. San Fernando St. Call 938-1610.

Were us It (lIS( 11 /14.(1

Shirley Temple not cabled

Report of breast-feeding stranger appears untrue
I
ittsilai

\
di..

\

-

r

ii

-ward reports that a
is tui cot weeks tried
51 .11.’142;1s babies in

woman !is is
to In cast -lc(
public plat us.

Authorities earlier had issued a
warning to Mendocino County
mothers to watch out for a woman
who reportedly had grabbed the
babies from strangers, then breastfed the children.
But Tuesday, police said one of
the alleged victims gave a different
account. Authorities also talked to
the suspect, who denied trying to
feed anybody’s children, polite
Detective Dave Parris said.
After hearing news reports. the
mother whose ei-month-old isis

allt.gtdli .ti

theii 1.11

herself awl

NON-STOP

$279*
Paris
Frankfurt
Amsterdam
Madrid

Sao Paulo

Featuring Guest
Speaker:

is Sank

II

I ’Illt

ding,
Milk

too
out,

I)’lA
Robert Duvall Inas vain he tangoing across the silvei si I ti -ti. But
for now, he’s cutting the rug in
dance class.
The "( :odfather" actor danced
with Shenandoah Uniiersity students and Argentine dance
instructor Nestor Ray. who has
been staving at 1)inall’s farm in
IlesrlA Middleburg. Din all met
the insunctor in Buenos Aires.
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Guy hawasaki

man whose name is
synonymous with
Apple Computers
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Marketing Yourself
Finding an Internship
Freelance writing
Online magatiii 11:30
8.M.

12:30 to 1:30

Lunch with Guy
and our Mag Day
Panelists
512.00
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MEANWHILE, ON THE WAY TO HER FIRST J08 INTERVIEW..

BUS
STOP

HM-M-M WAS THIS THE
SOFTWARE OR THE HARDWARE
COMPANY?
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$295*
$389*
$415"

394 University Ave., Suite 200
Palo Alto, CA U1 S01

408-295-8886
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Hart" actress Stefanie Pow,i
eceived an apology and repoi
edly more than $90.000 in libel
damages Tuesday from a tabloid
that printed claims she sexually
harassed it former assistant.
News Group Newspapers Ltd.,
publisher of "the Sun, Britain’s
largest -circulation
tabloid,
at km iwledged the allegations in
the 1995 SIM’S were untrue.
Ms. Pt /Wel-% described her
act usei as "a disgruntled man
whit was lashing inn in any way’
that would make it Po ditable for
hini." The assistant had claimed
Ms. Powers sexually harassed and
assaulted him anti was an alcohol«. The publisher did riot disclose how runt Ii it agreed to pa’s.
but news reports put the amount
.it more than 5911,001). Ms. Powers
settled a libel suit against
Mail over the same alle-
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Tabloid pays for Powers slight
1.0NDoN (AP) - "Hail is,

Mu Alpha Gamma presents:

www.sta-travelcom

415-391-8407
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NEW NOR1S tAl’) - Slut les
Temple Black had no plans to
watch American Movie Classics.
680
birthday tribute to her
Ftiestlay.
"We’re kind sit suit in a rural
Alta and don t II,INC cable vet."
she said from het lit ’Mr III
malSide, Calit. But she added:
iii indeed hunt tred."
lime cable channel planned to
run eight of her childhood films,
including "Heidi," "The Little
Princess" and "Rebecca of

I

Temple approved III the ir inn( e but thought there were ...Mir
omissions.
he
Bat helm and
tht
Bobbysoxer is not part ot this
spew’ and that’s net had. I
would’s(’ liked to have seen (me
01 iin teen-age (films) in Unit. she said.
Temple said she would spend
her birthday working on the sei
installment of her autobiiigt apin. "(:hild Star," published in
I 9MM, to( used on her ltf-year acting (Meer Now she WittlIS to write
abinit het 25 years as a diplomat.
mile hiding %Musa% anthassadot iii
(,!,
in,!( is 11i Pill ’Saki&

Wednesday. April 21, in the Student Union
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PEOPLE

Okinawan Shorin Ryii
Karate Club
’korkout. 4p.ot
Spartan Complex 11ist.
rm. 202. Call 924-8759.

Cmsua Crusade for Christ
"Nite e" meeting. 8p.m.
Student Union, Guadalupe
rm. Call 924-7910.

Mu Alpha Gamma
Magazine Day, with keynote
speaker Guy Kawasaki, pioneer of Apple Computers and
columnist for Forbes magazine. 9:30a.m.-2p.m. Student
Union, Ballroom.
Call 924-3262.

Campus Democrats
Meeting. 4p.m. Student
Union. Montalvo rm.
Call 3641243.

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
Alliance
!sleeting. 3:30p.m.-5p.m.
SlacQuarrie Hall, rm. 223.
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No rotten tomatoes but plenty of applause

Bs Law a Laz /aunt
Sp*, .1 to thy Sp.ko. Dads
t ISIS lose it ts lien they are showered in
olades, espy, iii is when the showering
ludes dozens of beautiful red roses
tossed up at them from the audience.
Brim) Holn WO showered with flowers of
a different kind NhindaY night at San Jose
State l..niversits, a fit twit
radish plant..uul
a flowering broccoli sulk.
They were given to Holmes in admiration. and in the spirit of his production,
which he and his troupe performed with
humble aplomb.
The 100 or so audience members at the
Concert Hall did not throw tomatoes.

Holmes immediately apologized for the
k of programs before starting. "1 am
used to having only. 9 people show up to
these things," Holmes said. Refreshments
were provided at the end of the show, and
again Holmes is is in it,usly pleased with
the numbet of guests. "We have refreshments, not ne.trly enough so come quick,"
Holmes said,
Audience members shouldn’t have
been hungry by the end of the show.
There was plenty of musical variety for
them to dig their teeth into.
Holmes began his recital performing
the natural "valveless" horn in "Trio, Opus
40," by Johannes Brahms. Holmes was
joined by Cynthia Baehr on the violin and

Sharon Brook on piano. The natural horn
as played by. Holmes was a sweet, gentle
companion to the violin and piano. The
natural horn plays softer, not as strident or
punchy as a modern horn. Holmes was in
harmony with the violin and did not overpower it.
"The violinist was excellent," said
DaMuti Pinckney, an SJSU biology student. I’m learning a lot about harmonic
oscillation. I’m working on
research
paper on the physics of the violin."
Pinckney added that he was there as an
extra credit assignment for Holmes’
physics class.
Holmes’ physics students paid attention,
even during his harmonn soothing corn-

Goetz ordered to pay
Jury awarded plaintiff $43 million in damages
\
YORK VP) - Twelve Years after he shot
it Ii, on a subwas train. Bernhard
loin black
Goetz was ordered Tuesday to pay $43 million to
the one left pat alyzed by his final bullet, the one he
told: nibu doli’t look so bad, here’s another."
The Bronx puts of four blacks and two Hispanics
deliberated 4 I 2 hours before ruling unanimously
that the white subway gunman, who was portrayed
as a murderous racist during the trial, had acted
recklessly and without justification in shooting
Darrell Cabey. now 30.
The jury awarded Cabey $18 million in compensators damages and $25 million 111 ptuntive damages. C.abey
had sought $50 million.
The chances of Cabey
ever collecting are slight.
Goetz’s notoriety and legal
bills have left the 48-year’
(lid self-employed electronics expert with little money.
But
Cabey’s
lawyer,
Ronald Ruby, said the jury’s
decision "sends a message
to all racists with guns who
think young black lives are
worth nothing - they’re
worth a lot."
The verdict came nine years after a criminal trial
in which a mostly white jury acquitted Goetz of
attempted murder and convicted him of illegally
possessing a gun. He served r 1 2 months in jail.
Neither Cabes nor Goetz was in the courtroom for
the verdict: Goetz reportedly is,k the subway home.
Goetz’s lawyer. Dania% Iliiffinan, said he wouldn’t
appeal. Goetz planned .1 Wed, iesdav news conference.
Cabey’s mother, Shirley,
The Associated
Press in a telephone interview: "I just want people
to know, the world to know, my son did not do anything to (Goetz). He was just sitting there. It wasn’t
a money matter. I want the world to know my son
didn’t do anything to that man."
In closing arguments. Ruby cited remarks Goetz

made about the four youths that he "wanted to kill
them all" and "could have gouged their eyes out."
Rubs said: "It is as damning a chronicle as one
could ever have. .... How much more proof do you
need?"
His voice rising, Ruby said: "I don’t care how
much vou award in punitive damages. Bankrupt
him. Make sure he never enjoys life as a rich man.
Make sure if he wins the lottery, Darrell Cabey wins
the lottery."
Hoffman reminded the jury that Cabey was quoted in a 1985 newspaper interview as saying that his
friends were about to rob Goetz because he looked
like easy bait."
Hoffman admitted that Goetz’s own
words "damned him
tremendously," includinr
his remark that Cabey s
mother should have had
an abortion and his reference at a community
Ronald Ruby meeting in 1980 to "spies
prosecutor
and niggers."
"He’s a nerd, a
geek, a peckerwood, a
cracker," Hoffman said
of his own client. But Goetz was "not some cool, calculating racist," just a frightened man, the lawyer
said.
The subway gunman case held national attention
for more than a decade, making Goetz a symbol of
the nation’s twin obsessions: race and crime. The
National Rifle Association donated $40,000 toward
Goetz’s legal expenses.
Goetz shot Cabey and three other unarmed
young men on Dec. 22, 1984. He later said the four
were about to rob him. The young men said they
were only panhandling when they asked him for $5.
Goetz has said that before shooting Cabey, he
told the 19-year-old: "You don’t look so bad. Here’s
another."

It is as damning a chronicle as
one could ever have. ...How much
more proof do you need?
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positions "Six Lullabies." Brook played the
piano expertly. Carla Rae Cook sang
mezzo soprano. It was impossible to fall
asleep even during the lullabies, because
Rae Cook’s booming voice called the audience back from the calm serene place that
Holmes’ melodies took them.
"’Variatiot is for Two Pianos" was hi tterweet.
This time Holmes was accompanied by his
wife Jolynda Tresner who sang soprano.
Unlike the producers of the Dick and Jane
novels, the Pulitzer prize whining poet,
Donald Justice, gnuited Holmes permission to
use his poem "Variations for Two Pianos."
Holmes’ music accompanied the poem
as well as milk accompanies cookies.
"Warm evenings, the windows open, he

would play Something of Mozart’s for his
pupils, the birds." Justice wrote.
Holmes’ and his troupe took a short
break at that point and performed a set
change before the miniature opera "Fun
With Dick and Jane." The opera was
amusing, and the set change included a
painted line drawing of a house held up
with masking tape. Interesting as the
opera was, it somehow resembled an
inside joke that only friends of Holmes’ in
the audience or on the stage understood.
Strangely, no one was there to collect
the suggested donations. Perhaps pleased
guests were too busy buying Holmes’ congratulatory vegetables.

Communications competition
SJSU delegation takes on the best in state contest
Sptutttn Dolt Suit Report

svoi k. the% alst, ear tit ipated it
on-site competition, in which students competed against both deadlines and each other, and covered
news and sporting events on the
UCI campus.
SJSU’s Update News team clearly dominated the television broadcasting competition winning 11 of
14 awards.
"I am extremely proud to be recognized the best in the state," said
Bob Rucker, SJSU associate professor and 1996 CIPA journalism faculty adviser.

Students from the SJSU journalism and mass communications
department competed this weekend at the 47th annual California
Intercollegiate Press Association
convention hosted by University of
California, Irvine.
The Spartans competed in three
categories - print, radio and television.
Entrants competed for awards in
a mail-in division, in which schools
submitted in advance what they
considered to be their papers’ best

Update Ness’, WI [titers included
Jennifer Walters, who earned first
place for best television newscast
and Update News Focus, which
place
for
best
won
first
news/entertainment magazine.
Michael Carrier was first in the
best television interview category.
Syd Fong, correspondent for
Update News, earned a third place
award for a sports on-site broadcast
of a volleyball game.
"I feel great," Fong said. "I was
surprised 1 won because I always
have low expectations not to
See Competition, Back page

Official: Arms shipments OK
WASHINGTON (Al’) - the
Clinton administration permitted
Iranian arms shipments to Bosnia
in 1994 because of Bosnia’s urgent
military need, a senior administration official said today.
There was no secret scheme to
BOWS ians,
rearm
the
Undersecretary of State Peter
Tarnoff told Congress in response
to Republican charges of a latterday Iranian arms scandal.
The administration neither supported nor opposed the shipments, Tarnoff said. He also said
members of Congress must have
known about the shipments.
"Congress was aware of the
Iranian arms shipments to Bosnia
at the time," he said. U.S. intelligence reports tracking the shipments "were contained in an intelligence document that is provided
-

Congress was aware of the Iranian arms
shipments to Bosnia at the time.
Peter Tarnoff
undersecretary of state

on a daily basis to the relevant congressional committees. The leadership and its staff have access to this
daily report."
The hearing of the House
International Relations Committee
focused on the problem of rebuilding Bosnia following more than
three years of civil war. With Senate
Majority Leader Bob Dole, the certain Republican presidential nominee, pushing for congressional

hearings on the arms shipments,
the Clinton administration took up
the issue today.
Kicking off the hearing, Rep.
Benjamin Gilman, R-N.Y, the committee chairman, raised the
specter of a secret arms shipment
plan reminiscent of the Iran Contra scandal that rocked the
Reagan administration in the mid-
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How is your money being spent?
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A.S.
AS.
AS.
A.S.
A.S.
A.S.
A.S.

at
Foothill
College
May 28 to
June 28

Biology English
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Psychology Sociology
Speech and more.
Register now!
(415) 949-7325
(415) 354-8359
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A.S. Cal State Affairs
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Spartan scholarathletes honored
Nauman Daily Star Report

as
les
to

Wheaties may be the breakfast of champions but the cereal wasn’t on the menu for an
awards breakfast honoring student-athletes on Tuesday.
More than 150 students, faculty and staff attended the
Eighth
Annual
ScholarAthletes Awards to recognize
student athletes with (PAs of
3.00 or higher.
"They’re champions in the
classroom,"
said
Sports
litformation Officer Lawrence
Fan.
Ninety-one students representing 16 sports and athletic
training programs were honored for having achieved classroom excellence in the 1995
spring and fall semesters.
Tuesday’s breakfast recognized the largest number of
honorees since its 1988 inception. Twelve of these students
also earned Dean’s Scholar status for achieving a CPA of at
least 3.65 for two consecutive
semesters.
"We are very proud of the
academic accomplishments of
these student-athletes at SJSU.
said Carolyn Lewis, SJSU ’s assodate athletic director in
charge of student -athlete support services. "They have
demonstrated the same commitment to excellence in the
classroom as they have on their

respective playing fields."
Women s cross country and
women’s gymnastics teams
were honored for having
nationally ranked in the top-20
of their respective sports. Cross
country ranked seventh and
gymnastics ranked 14th.
Six students were recognized for achieving
American status over the last
12 months.
Students Barbara Parent,
Hawley
Almstedt,
Anne
Wheaton and Ann Marie
Taylor were recognized as academic All-Americans.
Also honored were Colin
Follenweilder was honored
and Vibeke Strensrud.
Stensrud, the No. 1 ranked
collegiate women’s golfer, is
one of 11 student-athletes
named to the Big West
Conference’s all academic
team in 1995.
Others include quarterback
Carl Dean and linebacker
Jacob Malae from the football
team, women’s volleyball player Kami Schmedding, Joi
Turner of the women’s basketball team, Anne Wheaton and
Almstedt of the women’s gymnastics team, men’s tennis player Marcus Bately, women’s tennis player Andrea Dean and
baseball players Dave Schultz
and Geoff Fessenden.

if

Marino signs three year
deal to remain in Miami

nt
nxc
-

1

1) -WI I-., Ha. (AP) lbis nine
Dan Marino posed the question
himself.
"I’m not getting traded, am I?"
Marino asked Jimmy Johnson with
a grin at a news conference
Tuesday.
Johnson emphatically shook his
head.
Instead, Johnson and the Miami
Dolphins signed the most prolific
passer in NFL history to a threeyear contract reportedly worth
$17.73 million.
Johnson’s hiring in January
sparked speculation that the new
( 0.1(11 would trade Marino in a

Herschel kV:ill:et-type deal. I he
subject came up again at the news
conference, and Marino let
Johnson answer.
"We have no plans, and we will
not be trading Dan Marino,"
Johnson said.
End of question.

Nednesday, April 24, 1996

Rookies help lead Sacramento to playoffs

Two players with different
pasts finds fates interwoven
SACRAN1LNTO (Al’
One is an urban
sophistic att with the sweet smile ,,la choir bus
and just the hint of a mustache. The other IS
known as The Big Nasty," a bruiser from farm
country with tattoos on his chest.
Tyus Edney and Corliss Williamson have vastly different pasts. But in the past two years their
fates have been interwoven, first as opponents
and now as rookies wh helped lead the
Sacramento Kings back to the playoffs.
Edney averaged 11 points and six assists a
game as the Kings’ starting point guard for
most of this season. Ile gives Sacramento a penetrator and someone who can speed past
defenders on a fast break.
The UCLA product, whose listing at 5-foot-I0
seems generous, also has had some spectacular
assists such
as a half-court pass he threw to
Brian Grant for a dunk in the Kings’ regularseason finale against Golden State.
"He’s fearless," Williamson says. "He doesn’t
care if you’re 7-feet, 300 pounds, he’s going to
take it to the inside."
Williamson was limited to 53 games this season because of back problems, but added some
important scoring off the bench. The 6-7
Williamson left Arkansas after his junior year.
Both came to the Kings with championships.
The Razorbacks won the NCAA title when
Williamson was a sophomore, and lost to
Edney’s Bruins in the tide game in 1995.
"They’re rookies, we could care less what
they did in college," says Sacramento center
Olden Polynice. "But they came in with the
right attitude. Tyus is a very mature young man,
and because of that he was able to adjust more
quickly than a lot of players in this league."
Edney grew up in Southern California, mod-

I think if you kind of make a
habit of winning, you want to
keep winning. You learn how to
win, you’re just used to winning.
Tyus Edney
Sacramento Kings point guard

cling his game on that of Isiah Thomas. There
were more reporters at a typical UCLA practice
than he now sees at Kings home games.
Williamson is from Russellville, Ark., which
he admits "doesn’t have the big-city atmosphere." Before coming to Sacramento, he’s not
exactly sure he could have pinpointed it on a
map.
The rookies hit it off immediately in pre-season camp. They went to see a movie, "Dead
Presidents," after their first day of workouts.
On media day, Edney hunched behind a sitting Williamson with both hands on
Williamson’s bald head. Edney smiled and
Williamson glowered on cue for a photographer.
They even lived up to their reputations while
coaching against each
other in a media gani,
that day. Edney had fin
players clasp hands in a
pre-game
huddle.
oRpscliLI
Williamson got a technical foul from the ref,
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who happened to be Kings coach Garry St.
Jean.
"I think we got close this year," Edney says.
"Since the begin ii i ll g, we did stick together."
St. Jean began the season with Bobby Hurley
as the starting point guard, but moved EdneN
into that role vvithin weeks.
St. Jean knew there would be struggles, and
sometimes paced the sidelines during games
muttering about rookie mistakes.
"Tyus is playing the toughest position on the
floor, and every night has been a learning experience," St. Jean says.
One of the biggest learning experiences for
both Edney and Williamson was coping with
defeat.
They moved from winning college programs
to a team that had not made the playoffs in a
decade, and went through an 11 -game losing
streak in February.
But the Kings rallied to clinch the West’s
final playoff spot in the last week of the season,
and face Seattle in the first round beginning
Friday.
"It was kind of a new experience for me, all
that losing. That experience from being in a
winning program, it helps," Edney says. "I think
if you kind of make a habit of winning, you
want to keep winning. You learn how to win,
you’re just used to winning."
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200,11, Golf team wins 10th straight BWC title
Spam Day Da Reran

SJSU golfer Janice Moodic shot
a two-under par 70. the best st ore
of the tournament, to capture individual honors and lead the
Spartans to their 10th consecutive
Big West Conference women’s golf

Results
.ir,71 2;
Golf
The Spartans come
from behind to win the
Big West Conference
title SJSU had the best
score of the tournament, 300. in the final
round for a 54 -hole
total of 916 points.
See ._;or

championship Tuesday at the
N’irginia Country Club.
Spit’ t oach Ntuk Gale said, "We
haven’t had a Challenge in this
totimainent) until this vear."
The Spartans. who had won the
previous niuit out ference haulm-

MCXX11119 Sht,
best wortJr the EIW.
Champ
srups and vou,
’ORX310
SWC ’Raw

By Francis Ladines
Spartan had, Staff Writer
AftCt plat trig

the 7N;( :AA
West 14.0
men’s pmnasm meet tor
tw.) stf .m.tht
war.. NISI
Gat Tett Don.thm. Ikts madt it
ill

en’

See s!orv on page 0

Scholar Athletes
Ninety-one SJSU student-athletes with
cumulative GPA’s of
300 or better were
honored Tuesday.
See stort or page 5

Men’s Tennis
Spartans lose to UC
Berkeley 6-1 on Tuesday
at Berkeley.

Spartans played
Tuesday night against
Stanford. Results were
not available

Schedule
,, April

23-2,4

Baseball
SJSU heads to UC
Santa Barbara for a
three game series,
Friday -Sunday.

to
the final Its C1. Two weeks ago.
thud in the floor
Donahue
estIt Ise at this \ cal ’s regional
meet, qualifying him tor the NCAA
Men’s ( !mastics Championship.
"Thitd time’s a charm," said
S.JS1 men’s gymnastics coach Ted
Edwards.
It is the first time in eight years
that the Spartans were represented
in the championship. The championship takes place at Stanford
ttiiseisiiv,
Thursday through
Samitlat.
Donahue’s qualification is a
t coot1 ft hating placed in regionals lot lii et. state years. The junior
gymnast has qualified for regionals
every year since he was a freshman.
In the past three regionals.
Donahue competed in the floor
exercises and vault, each time
nearly qualifying for the championships in those events.
"Last year, I missed it by 0.5
(points) on vault. I placed fourth,"
Donahue said.
The top three in each event at
regionals qualify for the championships.
Two weeks ago. Donahue broke
through. After competing
his
floor exercise routine at regionals,
Donahue watched the other competitors for the final results.
"I had to wait to see if anyone
was going to beat me," Donahue
said.
Lot kilt-, no one did. Donahue’s
t tee g.it him third place and a

Softball
SJSU at Santa Clara
University, Wednesday,
5 p.m.. Santa Clara.
Longbeach St. at SJSU.
Friday, 4 p.m.. PAL
Stadium.

Men’s Tennis
SJSU competes next on
April 26 at the Big West
Conference
Championships.

trip to the championships.
His qualification was hard
earned after two seasons of close
finishes and a difficult season this
year, Edwards said.
"He’s had an up and down season; a hard time finding consistency," Edwards said.
Donahue was unable to put up
big scores throughout the season.
The difficulty was from trying to
find "the right combination of
skills for the floor exercise routine," Edwards said.
They worked on what kind of
moves worked well with Donahue’s
abilities.
Edwards said he thinks they’ve
found .1 set routine now and all
Donahoe needs to do now is "stick
the landings."
At the championship, Donahue
will be competing with the floor
exercise qualifiers from the other
regionals across the nation.
On Thursday, he will compete in
the qualifying round. The top
eight finishers go on to the finals
on Saturday for a chance at becoming the top gymnast in floor exercise.
Asked how Donahue will do at
Edwards
championships
the
replied, "I’m superstitious. I don’t
want to jinx (him)."
"All we can do is make preparations and leave the rest up to fate,"
Edwards said.
Garrett feels the same. "I’m just
going out and try to do my best.
Whatever comes out of it, I’ll be
happy," he said.
After this weekend, Garrett will
be happy to know that he will have
another chance to get to the championships. Next year, he’ll be a
senior with another year to reach
the final step again.
"I hope I can do just as well, if
not better," Garrett said.

R W. BRA1011211SPARIA \ DAILY
PII0 It
men’s gymnast Garrett Donahue practices in the SPX building on Tuesday. Donahue is
preparing for the NCAA Championships starting on Thursday at Stanford.
SJSU

mnasts take second in USA Nationals
By Francis Ladines
Spartan Daily Staff Wtiter

List Saturday, the men’s gymnastics
team wrapped up its season at the USA
gymnastics
Collegiate
National
Championship in Seattle. The meet was
held last Thursday through Saturday.

The meet allows "middlerange" programs to compete with one another at the
end of the season, said coach Ted
Edwards. He said that it’s similar to the
NIT Championship in college basketball.
SJSU finished second in nen’s varsity
team scores with 212.55. William & Mary
won with 217.05.

BOUND

DAILY COMICS
OFF THE MARK
ArRg FOR
FREE
E.AR 9IERCiAG.

total linnet It of the season, became
the first player to win three Big
West Conference individual titles.
She finished with a 218 score.
Spartans Monica Stratton and
Vibeke Stensrud were third and
fourth with 229 and 230 totals.

Donahue’s next
vault: NCAA
Championships

pope 6

Baseball

NMSU, which shot a final round
team score of 314, was second at
929.
The 13-shot victory was the
smallest in the 10 years of the conference tournamein.
Moodie, who won her second

Going for the gold

.,;011,3,

,7.cnohue

ments, entered the final round
trailing
New
Mexico
State
University by one shot.
However, SJSU had the best
team score of the tournament.
300. in the final round for a 54hole total of 916 on the par 72.

BY MARK MR IS!

The second place was the result of several top finishes by SJSU gymnasts. The
top eight places in the individual events
qualified for Saturday night’s finals.
Karl Nove placed sixth in pommel
horse with a score of 8.700. Nove Also
placed second in varsity all-around Finals
with 54.05. Ed Balado placed sixth in all-

around with 52.65. Ryan Frasco placed
seventh in still rings with 8.725. Frasco
also placed seventh in parallel bars with
9.200. Garrett Donahue placed third in
the vault with 9.250.
Edwards was proud of the team results.
"It’s hard to be nothing but pleased," he
said.

AND GAGGED BY DANA SUMMERS
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Classi ed
The SPARTAN DAILY
nukes no clam for products or
services adverdeed below nor Is
there any guarantee STOW. The
classified column of the Spartan
Daily consist of pad ethernet%
and offerings are not epprcwed or
yenned by the newspaper.

CAMPUS CLUBS
JOIN THE CELTIC NERNAGE CWB.
Era’ earning about Ina), Scottish,
and Welsh culture. Explore the
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open
to all students interested in
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and
Culture. For more information,
call Kelly at (408)927,7925.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
FAST RIMMAISER Raise $500 in 5
daisCireeffs. GrtaJPs. Cam. motivated
indwiduals. Fast, easy- No financial
obligation. 1800862-196Q ee33.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30%. 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-6553225.

FOR RENT
STUDIO APT. FOR ONE (1) POSON
No pets. Utilities paid. $490/mo.
$330 sec. dep. Call 2597040.
2 BR/1BA 571S. 7th, $700/mo.
2 blocks from Event Center. Free
cable TV and parking. No smokers
or pets. 268-0439.
STUDIOS FOR RENT $295/MO.
Shared Rooms for $175/mo.
Rent Includes Utilities.
Across fron SJSU. Parking
Pool/Furzball Tables, Arcade
Big Screen. Meal Plan Avail.
Call Alaric 286-6058
or Powell 2974823.
1 BORN APT $525/MONTH
New carpet & paint. Cable, parking, water & garbage included.
Laundry rm. available. 1111 S.
10th St. 295.4957 or 2588543.
2 DRY& APARTMENT - $1100/MD.
* Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
* Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.
SERENE & Quist Wag Two leftl
2 br/1ba $685. 1 br/lba $550.
Walk to SJSU. Prkg. Laundry. Call
41534.4.3666, pgr. 4154286355.

COMPUTERS ETC.
FOR SALE
5$ WE PAY TOP CASH $5
For Old/Used Computer
Memory &CPU’s.
We Buy/Trade-in/Sell
Memory for IBM/MAC/SUN.
1-800-808-8356.

FOR SALE
ONE PERSON’S JUNK
Is another persons treasure!
Sell your junky treasures in
the Spartan Daily Classifieds.

AUTOS FOR SALE
90 I3UICK RIVIERA 62k/mi. Mint
cond. Aquatread tires. One owner.
$8.500. 9243600 or 2742377.

EMPLOYMENT
BUOY THE SUN & EARNS. Assist
Downtown Assoc. with promotion.
$6/hr. May 6.10, 11arn2pm, feeble.
Call Michelle/Alex @ 279-1775.
AUNTIE ANNE’S PRETZELS Oakridge Mall. Position open for
shift manager. Flex hours. Call
George 229-2008.
Assist. GrepHo Designer Wanted
PT/FT. Reps use of Photoshop,
Quark XP. & Illustrator.
Send Resume to
Good News Publications
780 Montague Exp. 707,
San Jose, CA 95131.
LOOKING far outgoing parsons to
work in afternoon. 4 hr/wk with
6yr old autistic ay. Training prated.
$7/hr. Christine 408945.9945.
SALES, INSIDE PT/FT for students
re/great voices, good communication & desire to make money. Sue
9955905. Hiring now for summer.
CUSTODIAN 20 hours a week.
Must be reliable and flexible.
Starting $6. General custodial
duties. Contact the Student Union
Directors Office 95, 9246310.
SWIM INSINUCTORS/URIOUNIDS
wanted. A private club is looking
for responsible, qualified swim
instructors and lifeguards. The
primary responsibility of the
instructor is to teach group swim
lesson for ages 6 months & up. The
primary responsibilities of the life
guard is the safety of all patrons
in the pool area and to uphold the
club rules. Previous experience is
Preferred, however not required.
All employees must be certified
in First Aid, CPR, and Lifeguarding.
Instructors must be WSI certified.
Salary is based upon experience.
starting at $6.00 an hour. Hours
range from 8:30am to 9:00pm
daily. Call 2495699.
$ Cruise Ships Hldngl Students
Neoied! 55tei-Free Travel (Europe.
Caribbean, Hawaii)) Seasonal/
Permanent. No exper. necessary.
Guide. 919-9294399ext C1131

Phone: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282

CERTIFIED SWIM INSTRUCTORS LAW OFFICE, parttime, p.m.,
TELEMARKETING
light typing. general phones, filing. Sell Calif’s best newspapers.
$10.00 $18.00 per hour
Call Kyrn at 408.245SWIM.
$8/hr. Call Margaret 241-1941.
Flexible hours. open 9am to 9pm
7c8ys a week. Hourly. plus bonus.
SHERATON SAN JOSE
FILE CLERK EnterprWe lient4Css
Near Light Rail. Transit.
is now seeking candidates
is seeking a part-time file clerk
Can Today. Work Tomorrow.
for the following positions:
to work in our corporate office in
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
FRONT DESK:
San Jose. Duties will include filing Downtown
4084940200
Guest Service Agent
the daily rental contracts and Campbell
4083642700
PBX Operator
some receptionist functions. The Office positions also available.
Bed Person
position requires an individual
HOUSEKEEPING:
to be available to work 20-25
SUMMER DAY CAMP JOBS
Guest Room Attendant
hours a week. For immediate Day Camp. Sports Camp & Specialty
House Person
consideration, please contact the Camp Creator & Leader appleations
FAX Resume to 9431707 or
Human Resources Department at being accepted at the Central
*Apply in Person:
(408)467-1300.
YMCA. Applicants must be ener1801 Barber Lo.
getic, enjoy working outdoors,
Job Hotline 9430600 ext. 151
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS: Youth have previous experience working
Equal Opportunity Employer.
Sports Instructor, Lifeguards. with youth & have the ability to
SUMMER OPENINGS: Lifeguards, lead a variety of camp activities.
WANTED- BAND & ORCHESTRA Swim Instructors, Camp Counselors, For an application or more info.
hsument Saiesperscn. Looking for and Sports Camp Instructors. contact the YMCA at 298.1717 or
someone with retail experience. Accepting applications at the stop by 171717e Alameda. Sat Jose.
knowledge of band & orchestra South Valley Family YMCA. 5632
instruments, Bilingual a plus. Call Santa Teresa Blvd. San Jose, CA.
LOOKING FOR A JOB
The Starving Musician 554-9041.
Temporary Permanent
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH MKTG.
PartTime
NEED EXTRA 5$$ when you’re 5 FT/PT positions available now! We are a small agency with big
not in class? To the tune cf $90 a Rapid advancement! Training contacts! Come in today, bring
day? Then we need you!! Join the provided. People personality your resume & tell us about yourteam at Alum Rock Elem. School preferred. Call for interview. self. We want to get to know you!
Dist. as a sub teacher. Min req: 408244-4097.
AVAILABLE POSITIONS:
BA, Passing Score on CBEST.
Administrative Assistant
Emergency Cred & Great Attitude. RETAIL INVENTORY COUNTERS
*Clerical
Bil. Span. preferred. Contact: Must be dependable & have own
Customer Service
Heather Berrios, Sub Coord, 258 transportation. Enjoy flexible hours
Receptionist
4923 ext 252. Alum Rock Dist. by working around your schedule.
*Accounting
2930 Gay Ave. San Jose CA 95127. Learn new skills. Benefits and
’Tech Support
advancement opportunities.
Sales/Marketing
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES in Please call Washington Inventory
We’re here to help you!
telecommunications marketing. Service at 408/294-8196.
Call Today
Highly motivate people move
CAREER RESOURCES
ahead quickly in this exciting
SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
Personnel Service
network marketing approach. Join
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
869 El Camino Real
the fastest growing industry. If you
Corporate Sites, Top Pay!
Menlo Park
are serious about your future you
Too many benefits to list!
(415) 328.6687 (415) 328-4526
need to check this out! Cali John Day. Swing Grave Shifts.F/T&P/T.
at 800266-6245 ext. 33422.
Cloraptbi person. Pi-Sun 7-7, BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
408286-5880, 5550 N’erdan /se. Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
SUMMER- P.T. JOBS Corporate
btwn San Cabs aid Parkrnca.
Students needed in the immediate
Catering. Work 3-4 hrs. 2.5 days.
behrd the Cad wd Party Stcre.
area. RAI-time/part-time openings.
Be happy, prompt, efficient & well
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
groomed. Have own transportation.
JOBS JOBS JOBS
International Bartenders School.
$7-$9/hr. So. Bay locations.
Borg-Warner Protectve Service
Call Torn 2982824.
FLEXIBLE HOURS
YMCA TEACHERS/DIRECTORS.
Fl/PT/Weekends only
FT/PT Schoolage childcare (6+ ECE)
FAMILY HEALTH CLUB in Los
preferred. M-F, 2-6 flex. Looking
57-59
Gatos has openings for fitness
for fun creative people who are
Unarmed secunty officers
center, front desk, childcare.
Prestigious client sites
willing to make a difference.
aquatics & maintenance. Wages &
Medical Benefits
Summer opportunity also availshifts vary depending on dept.
Training/Uniforms provided
able (childcare, camp, aquatics).
Apply in person. 356.2136.
Military experience a plus
For more information, call Marie
CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOTLINE at 408,370-1877.
GRAPHIC ARTIST NEEDED.
1-800-385-9419
freelance, comic book style, color
or apply in person
TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS
separations. call 408.3657717.
591W. Hamilton @ SalTomas Exp. Elem. school-age recreation prog..
Campbell, CA (408) 378.9760
PIT from 2-6pm. M.F during the
**CATCH 22
eoe/m/f/d/v drugfree workplace. school year, turns into F/T (or P/T)
Expansion in SJ area. Exp.
during sum, camp prog. XInt. sal.
No education. Call 279-1209.
COLLEGE STUDENT "TO DO" LIST Los Gatos/Srtga. Rect. Dept. call
Register for class _Roommate Janet at 3548700x23. (Not avail.
WILLING, ENERGETIC PERSON for Place to love Student leen _Buy ’school yearl*Cafflorsummer ernfood prep, laundry. & general books_ FlNi5 A JOBft _Strike Ployment -lifeguards. camp leaders).
program assistance. 6 ECE a plus up a conversation with that nice
but not required. F/T or P/T $8.50 looking person I met at registration. TEACHER: Before & After School
hour. Also needed: Substitute
*We can’t help you with every- Program. F/T. Paid medical,
Teachers w/min. 1.2 ECE,
thing but we may be able to help dental & vacation. ECE or Rec,
units required. Resume to:
$9.60. FAX resume to Good you with a job.
Samaritan Hospital Child Care
Would you like a Position that Frederick Ferrer, @ Gardner
will compliment your class schedule? Children’s Center, 611 Willis Ave.
Center 408-559-2619.
Positions available throughout San San Jose, CA. 95125. EOE.
START TODAY]
Jose Saris Clam. Fremont & Milpitas.
DATA ENTRY POSITION
535,000/YR. INCOME
VANGUARD
Are you fast on the 10key? Do you
potential. Reading books. Toll
SECURITY SERVICES
have proficient typing skills? Have
Apply M-F 8am5em.
Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. Rwe got a job for you! Great pay plus
2236 for details.
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
a tuition reimbursement program!
comet Scott/San Tomas.
Hours of shift: MI, 4:30pm-9pm.
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN
Jan a winning team. APPLY TODAY! $257,000. My 2nd year Income and rewarding job? Become a
2 years out of college. Not teacher or a subsitute for our
RPS
multilevel, just an honest school -age day care program.
A Caliber System
Company
way to make good money. These are great positions for
Call 800.946-1690. Free info.
students. Most teacher positions
897 Wrigley Way
Milpitas. Ca
are afternoons. M-F. Substitute
ADMIN ASST, PART-TIME, flex Positions are perfect for those
or CALL: (415) 871873-1367
Fry. Downtown firm seeks sharp who have only one or two after
E0E/AA.
& friendly individual with excellent noons available. Units in ECE,
VALET PARKERS PIT, nights & verbal communication and typing Rec, Pay, Soc. or Ed are required.
parties
in
speed of 50 wpm. Must be detail Please call Small World Schools
weekends for private
Los Gatos area. Must have Mo. 1 oriented. Computer experience at 408-379-3200 ext. 21.
year customer service experience. helpful. Will train. $9.00- $12.00
& desire to serve people. Polite, per hour to start. Fax resume TRAVEL ABROAD NOWORN Make
up to $25445/hr. teaching basic
well groomed, and professional to 408/9930759. )ittn: John
conversational English in Japan
attitude only. 20 yrs+. $5.50/hr.
+ tips. Call Mike, 415/5464747.
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching
o.r c.rculars For info cull background or Asian languages
required. For information call:
1.301.306-1207.
OFFICE ASSISTANT- provide
1-206.971-3570 ext. J60413.
administrative support for daily
planning of events, meetings, and DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK?
conferences held in the Student Our 129 year-old publishing com- ALASKA SUMMER ErrWLOYMENT Union. Knowledge of Word Perfect pany. Southwestern, is looking to Students Needed! Fishing Indus& Excel. must be organized & able select 8.10 students from SJSU try. Earn up to $3.000-$6,000+
to work with the public. Contact to work in our summer program. per month. Room and Board!
the Student Union Directors Office Average profit from summer work: Transportation! Male or Female.
$5.766. For interview information No experience necessary. Call
9-5. call 924-6310
call (408)241.9903.
1-206-971-3510 ext 860414.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad her

FOR

TEACHERS /TEACHER AIDES
FT/PT positions with infants.
toddlers. preschool & school age.
Great advancement and growth
opportunity. Good benefits, lmmed.
openings. ECE + exper. preferred.
Call Action Day Nurseries.
408,996-1437.
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE
Part-time, am/pm shrfts. flex hours.
Mon-Fn. Serving Downtown San
Jose. Inner City Express. 22 West
Saint John. San Jose. Apply in
person 7:30am 6pm

WORD PROCESSING

SPORTS/THRILLS

TRAVEL

WORD PROCESSING / TYPING
Term papers, theses, resumes.
group projects, etc. Free speliing
and grammar check. Typewriter
available for filling in forms. Do
you tape interviews of people for
reports or later reference? If so.
I will transcribe your tapes.
FAX machine. Notary Public.
Will do one day turnaround when
schedule permits. Call Anna at
972.4992 from 8am to 7pm.

100% PURE ADRENALINE,
,-,
..ompared to
Me
cere(1, experenceo by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Reefaii, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operatea.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1- 510-6 34.7575.

EUROPE 5269

TOM’S Ward Processing Service.
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
’Resumes. School Papers. Flyers
for egg donation. Desperate
Powerpoint presentations
Asian couples need your help
’Color output
to conceive. Can you help?
VERY LOW RATES.
healthy
Ages 21.30.
and
Call Today! 408.937-7201
responsible. Generous stipend
and expenses paid. Please call EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
WWFC 1-510.820-9495.
Science & English papers/theses
our speciatty. Laser printing. Free
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Earn up Spell check and storage. APA.
to $2,000+/month. World travel. Turabian and other formats.
Seasonal &
positions. No Resumes, editing, graphics
exp. necessary. For info. call and other services available.
1206-971-3550 ext. C60414.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Ca Paul cr Virginia 408-2510449.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $120/week)
NANCY’S COMPUTER SERVICES
Become a Sperm Donor.
’Resumes *Term Papers
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
’Letters ’Tape Transcriptions
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
20 years experience.
Contact California Cryobank
Low Rates!
415.324-1900. M.F. 8-5pm.
408/297-3341.
$40,000/YR INCOME
potential. Home Typists/PC
users. Toll Free 1-800-8989778 Ext. T.2236 for listings.

OPPORTUNITIES
WANTED PEOPLE WITH VISION.
People who want to be their own
boss, and set their own hours.
People who have a dream and
plan on acheiving it. Excel Telcom
independent rep. Call Donald
Gordon 1-8005919075.
$100,000+POTENTIAL How to
make money. 150+ honest
ways. $14.95 for book. Send
check today: Robert Hyatt.
Box 2428. Percellville, VA
221322428 Ship-Inc.

REAL ESTATE
GOVT FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax,
Repo’s. REO’s, Your Area. Toll
Free 1600698.9778 Ext. H-2236
for current listings.

WANTED
DENTAL PATIENTS WANTED for
CA Dental Board Exam. Free
cleaning, filling, and crown if
qualified. Contact Lai-Fong Lee at
415.929.6515 for more info.

SCHOLARSHIPS

THE PERFECT PAPER
Resumes
Research Papers
.Manuscripts, etc.
Worked with SJSU Students &
Faculty for over 15 years. Quick
Turnaroird. 10 minutes from SAP
All work guaranteed. Call Jane
from 8am.6prn (408)9370373.

CALL MARCIA 201.9448
Word Processing Service/Fax
Editing/Format Specialist for
Term Papers/Proiects/Resurnes
APA Turablan MLA
Grammar, Sentence Structure
Nursing/Soc.Work/English/History
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6 international Students WOICOITIO
Close to SJSU Campus.
Billion in public and private sector
grants & scholarships is now
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE?
available. Al students are eligible
regardless of grades, income.
Let me do it for you!
Resumes. Term Papers,
or parent’s income. Let us help.
Screenplays, APA.
Call Student Financial Services:
Dictaphone.
1.8002616495 art F60414.
Pickup / Delivery Available
$1,000 STUDINT SCHOLARS**,
Julie . 445.0707
$1,000 scholarships and various
awards sponsored by Packaging
Industry! Enroll in Packaging for
INSURANCE
eligibility. Scholarships available for
Spring and Fall 1996. Graduates
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
receive 5 or more job offers.
Special Student Programs
Starting salanes from $301++
For details, contact Dr. Jorge
Saving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers’
Marcondes, Packaging Program
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers’
Coordinator at 408/9243210.
IS 207 or CCB 200.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED?
We can help. Private money.
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
No pay back. For details, call
NO OBLIGATONAI
510-632-0835 or 510-471-8667.
so open Saturdays 9-2.
FREE MONEY For Your Education!
Apply for your share in millions of
unclaimed private sector aid. Call
Scholarship Resource Services.
408-261-8676.

NATIONAL / AGENcy RATES CALL 408-924-3277
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Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
After tite MA day, rate Increases by $t per day. San Jose State University
San Jose,CA 95192-0149
First line (25 spaces) set in bold tor no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each
III Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
SEMESTER RATES
Al ads are prepaid II No refunds on cancelled ads
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines. $70
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
15-19 lines: $110
QUESTIONS? CALL (40111) 924-3277

Please check
one classification:
,
_Campus Clubs*
.
Greek Messages*
_Events*
_Announcements* _Servicc,
_Lost and Found" _Healthit,i..: ’.
_Sports/Th’. s*
_Volunteers*
_Insurarce
For Sale*
_Autos For Sale* _Enteita
_CornputerSEIC.* _Travel
_Tutoring*
_Wanted’
_Word 0,ociessi,1
_Employment
_Sc-’ i- ;
_OPpCflundleit

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.

-Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

AY.

:

..e SSE
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AIRHITCHa 809397 1098
EXPERIENCE THAILAND .

SERVICES
COCKRELL’S
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
Member 0.
Association of Resue,e Writers
Reasonable Rates,
Call 356-6782.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. Al
levels welcome: Beginning.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any Style: Jazz. Blues. Rock,
Fusion. Funk. Reggae. or Folk.
Call Bill at 408-298.6124
CRIME PREVENTION INFORMAllON
1900-622 -COPS
Personal Safety
Home security
Vehicle security
Child safety
Consumer assist
information
$1.70 -rein, 19.min max)
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
THE COP-LINE. Morgan Hill, CA.
Bus. Phil 4086815723,

HEALTH & BEAUTY
MEN & WOMEN
, )
PERMANENT
Stop shaving..
g
ausogchernicascr.c..spema
nentv remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest Lip- Bikini Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price it made before 6-31-96.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow. 621 E.
#,e #:7 ,,ampbe
14081379.3500
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
0’
000y
b.,
.’ea, C.,
Car, e a -s E ,
1190 Lincoln.
Mon-Sat./ Frey
Al Students he .

*- cr, TO
.,,,

.

Place
+9093.
Hoots.
’count

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses. term papers, group
projects, resumes, mini ormicro
cassette transcripton All formats.
Fax available. Experienced,
dependable, quick return.
Almaden/Branham area. Can
Linda 408-264-4504.

EJOEIDOLJEIEDEIDEDOODMOEFIDDEIODEIDEEI
DEIDOOMOODECIODEIDOODEOLIDEICIOEFIFILJ
OODEODOCJECIEOCIDOCIEJDOODECIDOEJED7O
EIMEED117TIEMODIEDOEMODOMET1,77
One
Two
Days
Day
$7
3 lines
$5
$8
4 Ones
$A
Sun..
$7
$9
$10
Slier..
$8
$1
each additional line

Vyr

WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is
i.:a
away? Harvard Pe D
college teacher) ass sty A ’
research & writing. Tutorial a,so
PROOFREADING EDMNG
avail. Friendly, caring. confidentau
& Word Processing.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Get your papers edited before
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
they are graded; A polished
Samples & references available.
paper improves grades.
Chinese & other languages
Free pickup and delivery.
spoken. Foreigners welcome!
18 years business experience.
For free tips, tools and ideas on
how to improve your writing.
SCHOLASTIC ADVANTAGE
(4013) 241-0513
visit our user-friendly Website
at http://www.aciplus.com
AFFORDABLE dr EXPERIENCED Regular email: acanetcom.com
Professional Word Processing! Call for free phone consultation:
Theses, Term Papers. Nursing & (415) 525-0505-ask for Daniel.
Group Projects, Resumes, Letters,
Manuscripts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1. MUTING HELP.
HP Laser II. All formats. specializing editing, new’
pncs’,.
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and Essays, le -e - grammatical editing. Free disk statements. ).),
+
storage. All work guaranteed! etc. For more
Worry free, dependable and prompt Dave Bo c, at 510-601-9554.
service. To avoid disappointment, VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mail.
call now to reserve your time!
Call PAM 247-2681 (8arn-80rn).

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

7

your ow- proce or 3 soosame
335 S Baywooa Ave San Jose
247-7486

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
("coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise

DAILY
CRO S SWORD
ACROSS

13
14
15
17
19
20
21
23
24
26
27
28
30
32
36
40
41
42
43
44
46
48
49
52
54
55
58
61
63
64
66
67
68
69
70
-1

..sian ruler
Creep along
Bovine animals
Fast
Like some steel
Nonsensi
Snati. .
Place unae.
water
Vote in favor
- Beta Kappa
Potato bud
"- Sawyer"
Slips and slides
Snake shape
Land masses
Shakespearean
villain
Luster
Battery size
Radiant
Lug along
Ornamental
plate
Fort-, N J
Leg pints
Arab’s robe
Male sheep
Make lace
Choose
Buyer
Leaf through
quickly
Giant
Devotes
Part of a loaf
Mideast gulf
Lamb or steak
Walked
Extended
Draws to a close

DOWN

CHB
61111

Ti-a knot
3 Large
quantities
4 Dilute
5 Sea creature
6 Hatchet
7 Not as much
8 Follow
9 Felonies
10 Western write
Grey
11 independents
12 Beatle - Starr
16 Judge
18 Diners need
22 "So long" and
-Ciao’
25 Thoughts
28 Horse
29 Light repast
31 Sounds
of relief
32 Wisconsin firs
33 Expression of

)
50/Ylaile
51 Up and ahoat
53 Award
55 Many times
56 Beseech
57 Quizzes
59 Mexican
sandwich
60 Decorate
again
62 Reputati n
65 Lion’s home

EINE SEEM AMEN
MEEE NENE MEM
EMMEN= MEE=
MEEEEE MENEEEEE
MEE MEM MEE MEE
MUM MEE
MEMEEEEEME =NM
MEE= MEE MEE=
MEEE MEEEMEEEEE
MEE MIME
MOM ENE MEE NEM

ummimmom =Immo
mom mommommm
mom= mom mom
mum amm mom
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Speaker: Kawasaki brought back to Apple for his ’evangelical skills’
From page 1

twat Ii Alta ,ItArlopiiitiit,,aul,
asaki
brings ordinary insight into Apple’s relationship with
Macintosh developers and Macintosh users around
the world."
As all Apple Fellow, kmasaki works in the
advanced technology group with other fellows. "The
others ate ven technical, sets academically’ oriented,
engineering oriented." said Kawasaki in an interview
with an Australian newspaper. "I am neither. I am
1, Ilk I

pete ent m.uket share ..."
"Eiangehsts bring the good news. We use ten 01
and zeal to get people to buy into our product,- said
Kawasaki.
After an eight year hiatus [ruin Apple. Kawasaki has
returned. He was named Apple Fellow in 1995. which
is what his business card reads 1101A.
David Nagel, Apple senior vice president of world-

Ina! k, ting talented. I %as bi ought ba, k to: 111
grits al skills as opposed to ter
Not only can he market t omputers, he can market
himself. He is a twst selling main)! of "How to Drive
Your Competi t i tttt
"Selling the Dream- and
"The Computer Curnitidge,in."
He is also a contributing columnist for Fin Iles,
MacUser .uld Mac-World magazines.
Because he gets about 300 messages each day. Guy

kauasala is easier to teat II through e-mail than telephoto.. "E-mail is much more efficient," he said, espetalk hen he is working at home most of the time.
"I olds go into Apple time a week," he said. The
rest of the time be spends with his two children. He
said that when he dies, he first wants to he known for
leaving two great children more than anything else.
His 2-sear -old is already using educational software on
the computer.

Responsibility: Bible used to illustrate environmental issues and concerns
From pap 1
said.
Leighton spoke about the easons for the 1.1, k
len
connection with nature. "Because of the was
exists, we separate ourselves from the woi Id."
Leighton said. "This separation is the source of suffering, it’s the fundamental ignorance."
Leighton spoke about what must be done to coexist with the world.
"Everything is totally, wondrously alive and is worthy
of honor and respect," Leighton said. "The world is

us."
Sampson and Wharton I is, ,1 the Bibli I Illustrate
environmental issue mid
I erns. They discussed
the credibility gap in the Bible which reads. "Have
dominion ... over all the living things that most on
the Earth."
The church was taken to task for interpretation of
the dominion. "Christians should take partial responsibility for the misinterpretation of dominion,"
Sampson said.
They spoke on causes of the current world status.
The, said that more than just Christianity had affect-

ed people’s behavior. "I’ni not denying Cluist Ian complicity. for a moment," Sampson said.
Candelaria spoke on the Native American perspectives of the environment. He also talked about his history, relatives and experiences.
"We’re talking about healing ... love," Candelaria
said. "The thing is, there is hope." Candelaria gave a
moving speech about his customs and interactions
with the environment.
"Life is beautiful, let’s stop messing it up."
Candelaria said.
The audience appeared very moved by the

1111 Is it is inspiring to hear different ideas about
is 551 i an act in our communities on behalf of the
earth." said Eileen Fortin, an English major. Even with
all tin speakers offered Tuesday, the participants said
they koow there is a bog road ahead for them.
ti

"1 think yve have a lot to learn," Fortin said.

Collector: Most memorabilia found at estate sales
From page 1

he focused a part of his collection to San Jose
State University.
His oldest piece of SJSU sports history is a
1906 book from the Normal School, which is
now San Jose State University. The book contains such information as the listing of classes,
room and board fees and the tuition prices for
the school free.
A belt buckle from the first year the school
was named San Jose State College can be found
among his plethora of memorabilia. Richards
also obtained a fielder’s glove for the college’s
baseball team, which he said he assumes is
from around 1945. In his possession is a wire
photo that newspapers used of a football game
between SJSU and Stanford in 1935.
Richards said the SJSU memorabilia is most
commonly’ found at estate sales, but he said
that lie has also discovered them at flea markets and antiques shows.
Richards said he finds information on the
past through his extensive library of sports history. He is able to research the value of the
equipment through sporting goods catalogs
from the %ear the piece was made. That way he
is able to ti ice the piece back to its correct era

"You’d be surprised at what is out there,"
said Richards. "You just have to keep looking."
This is Richards’ last semester of classes and
he will graduate after his six months of internship work is completed. Eight years ago, while
attending SJSU, he started a flower shop and
still takes part in running it. On the weekends
when he is not working at the flower shop,
Richards is searching out artifacts of any kind.
He said the best places to find these pieces of
history are at sports conventions, antique
shows, estate sales and flea markets.
The largest opportunity for collectors is the
Sports Collector’s Convention, which will be
held in Anaheim this year.
Richards said his passion for sports includes
dates as far back as the 1800s and early 1900s.
"The older the stuff that I can find, the more
interesting it is to me," he said. "(Sports) were
so different back then."
In a small room of his house and, according
to Gutierrez, everywhere else, you might find
such history as a catcher’s gear dating back to
1890 or a 1915 baseball uniform. Though his
main interest is sports in general. Richards said

and price it accordingly.
Through his research, Richards is able to diecover what he says most of us would not know.
He used the example of John McGraw, who was
a famous baseball manager in the early 1900s.
"How many of you would know who he is?"
Richards said.
Collecting antiques is by no means a cheap
endeavor. Richards said he finds he must be
creative to be able to obtain the artifacts he
wants. "Sometimes I have to wheel and deal,"
said Richards. He said that he usually picks up
items he thinks others might whit and either
trades them for items he wants or sells them for
a higher price. This way he can purchase a
desired item.
"He’s a serious collector," said Gutierrez.
The collectors’ market is pretty competitive
according to Richards. He said he remembers
the times that he misses getting a desired item
by less than a minute as another fanatic walks
away with it in his hands.
"It can be pretty frustrating," said Richards
The more you are out there looking, the better
your chances are."

1,

Canada.- Gutierrez said. "When
we take the attitude that speaking
another language is accepted. even
welcome, society will change."
Lam Nguyen, a local businessman, is an SJSU graduate who is
the former director of ESL at the
Indochinese Resettlement and
Cultural Center and spent I() years
as a teacher of ESL
"The English-only initiative isn’t
necessary," he said. "English
already is used in all official documents, in the Constitution, by the
U.S. judiciary how could it be
more official?
’TThe United States is a country
made tip of groups of immigrants
arriving over the years, who have
contributed to its growth arid pros-

I
place."
Chris Filippi, of SJSU’s radio station KSJS, received perfect scores
and won first place in the best
radio sports play-by-play category
for both his mail-in entry and his
on-site volleyball broadcast. Julie
Parayno earned second place for
her best radio feature story. Carol
Fiiinsicker was given an honorable
mention for best radio news story.
The staff of the Spartan Daily
brought home 18 awards including
a second place for best newspaper
news section and a third place
award for best newspaper frontpage layout.
Loretta McCarty was given an
honorable mention in the best
newspaper human interest story
category for her article about
Richard Patterson, a quadriplegic
SJSU student. Ken McNeill earned
second place in the category of
best newspaper investigative article
for his piece on inconsistencies in
the University Police Department.
Rowena T. Malachi placed third
in the on -site newspaper layout
competition and Kamilah A.
Boone placed second for her on site editorial about the DNA evidence in the O.J. Simpson trial.
Spartan Daily photographers
placed well in the on-site competition, as well. Aaron Sou/A earned
a first place award for sports photography, Carlos Gonzales was
third in feature photography and
Steve Keegan was second in news
photography.
More than 250 students from IT,
schools attended the (;IPA conventic 41. C1PA is comprised Of colleges
and universities aff(kei California.
The department earned a total of
33 awards this year’s CIPA movenni iii. hilt there is spe, illation whether
the .SJSU delegatii cii colt he allowed ft,
cm impiety next war

I. nivel sit v

perky.
"Immigrants are like a tree or a
flower that has been transplanted
at first they need extra support.
Bilingual education is like fertilizer," Nguyen said.
Alexander Sapiens, a teacher in
bilingual and cross-cultural education, brings a particularly personal
viewpoint to his work.
"I lost my Spanish growing up,"
he said. "My mother didn’t want
me to be bilingual, and gave me a
strong incentive not to be she
washed my mouth out with soap if
she heard me speak Spanish.
"I began to study it again in college. When you break away from
your roots You get a low self-concept mini- didn’t get back to
normal until I went to Latin

America and learned to speak
Spanish.
"Do you know that the Spanishspeaking population today has
experienced the fastest shift to
English in its history in the U.S.?
It’s because our schools and communities are far more integrated
today than they ever have been.
"The majority of bilingual students in California don’t get bilinonly about 41i
gual education
percent do. When people talk
gil eduabout the failure of bilinu.
cation, they’re talking ab, nit the
children who didn’t gel bilingual
education. A child who learns to
read in Spanish usually can transition quickly to English, because
Spanish is a inure phonetic language," Sapiens said.

CI PA, which is a student-run
organization, has in the past been
notorious for disruptive behavior.
During the two-day convention several delegates was expelled from
the Orange County Airport Hilton.
Three delegates from University
of California, Santa Barbara were

expelled on Friday, and the ph, ,tography delegation from Sjs1
were thrown out on Saturday.
"I don’t believe who got kicked
out (from the hotel) should not be
allowed back," Rucker said. "There
are no excuses for that kind of
behavii w."
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Tomorrow

April 25,26,27 May 1,3,4 at 7pm May 2 at lpm

Shoubi Engh sit be out
inimarr language?

$6

,tudents/seniors $10 general

Bo, Office 408.924.4555; Groups & 100.408.924.4551

GIVE BLOOD
GET C’ok’Es.
SJSU BLOOD DRIVE
MONDAY APRIL 29 & TUESDAY APRIL 30
10:00AM-4:00PM
STUDENT UNION LOMA PRIETA ROOM
PHOTO ID REQUIRED
To donate you must:

Competition
From page

1
I..

the GRAPES of

Languages
From page 1

1
.1.

*weight at least 1101bs. *Be free of flu and cold symptoms for 48 hours
*Have eaten within 4 to 6 hours
*Increase your fluid intake
Questions regarding eligibility, call: 415.723.7265
Cholesterol screening available.

Hosted by: Arnold Air Society

Thank you! Stanford Blood Center 415.723.7831

FAMILIARITY BREEDS FIFTEENS

Yes our director.
ci
r Jerry Bobrow has written
over 20 national best-selling
books on lest preparation

0
0

0

Yes all of your materials
are included in one low
program fee
O Yes we administer
programs for 26 California
State Universities colleges
and law schools

Yes our programs are
Oabsolutely
up-to-date
Yes we have a tree
Orepeat
policy

O Yes we prepare over
17.000 students each and
every year

% Yes all programs are on
am pus

O

O

Yes we ve been helping
students prepare tor tests for
the past 20 years

Yes all instructors are
lolly credentialed with
advanced degrees

KAPLAN’s expert instructors teach you how to
recognize every question type on the
SAN JOBE SUMMER PREP CLAssEs FOR THE AUGusr
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Our ten range from $125
to $195!!

COwe Can 00 ilwS herarrF we re student
programs.
IIIOriented university
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Sign up before May island save $70.
Ask about tuition assistance, study buddy and group discounts.
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Call 1-800-KAP-TEST Today!
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